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 IL TEATRO ALLA MODA--PART II
 By BENEDETTO MARCELLO

 The concluding instalment of Marcello's work, as translated and
 annotated by Reinhard G. Pauly. Part I appeared in

 our July 1948 issue.-Editor.

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR IMPRESARIOS

 THE modern impresario must not know anything at all about
 the theater, about music, poetry, or painting.

 He may give in to the clamoring of his friends and hire some
 stage hands, conductors, dancers, tailors, and extras, but in this he
 should use the utmost economy so that he can spend all the more on
 singers, especially prima donnas, as well as on the bear, a tiger,
 flashes of lightning, thunderbolts, and earthquakes.

 He should choose a patron for his theater, together with whom
 he should receive the lady singers from out of town. These he can
 turn over to the patron together with their parrots, dogs, owls,
 fathers, mothers, brothers, and sisters.

 He should urge the librettist to write truly stunning scenes, to
 be sure to employ the bear at the end of each act, to close the opera
 with the usual wedding scene or with the finding, at long last, of a
 certain person whose identity may be established through the aid of
 oracles, a star on his chest, a band around his ankle, or moles on

 his knees, tongue, and ears.31

 As soon as he has received the libretto he will visit the prima
 donna, and though he has not read it he will ask her to listen to it.
 For this reading in parts the following, besides the Virtuosa, will be

 31 These "recognition scenes" were extremely popular during the early settecento,
 in spite of the stereotyped solutions of the plots' complexities. "In these recognition
 scenes everyone will easily be convinced by ... certain objects which were found in the
 cradle of the person in question and which now, when the need to recognize him arises,
 are brought on the stage or else are described." Martello, op. cit., p. 135-

 85
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 86 The Musical Quarterly

 enlisted: her protector, her lawyers, the prompters, the janitor, some
 extra from the opera house, the tailor, the copyist, the bear, the
 protector's valet, and some others. During this reading they will
 all express their opinions, finding fault with various things, and the
 impresario will reverently assert that all these faults will be remedied.

 On the fourth day of the month he should give the libretto to
 the composer, advising him that the first performance will take place
 on the twelfth and not a day later, and that in order to speed up the
 composing he should not bother about any impossible-sounding
 passages, about parallel fifths, octaves, or unisons.

 He will sign a contract with stage painters, tailors, and ballet
 dancers in which he obliges himself to pay them a lump sum regard-
 less of what services they will render, for he puts all his trust in the
 prima donna, the intermezzi, the bear, thunderstorms, and earth-

 quakes.

 The part of the "son" should always be given to a virtuoso who
 is twenty years older than the "mother".

 He should never leave the opera's manuscript out of sight, and
 he should also keep within easy reach an hour glass, a yardstick, and
 some measuring tape. He will need these to ascertain the opera's
 length, and similarly he should employ a bushel basket and a quart
 measuring cup for the virtuosa's trills.

 Whenever someone complains to him about his or her role he
 will give an immediate order to the poet and to the composer to
 adjust the opera to the satisfaction of the complainer.

 Every night the impresario will hand out free tickets to his doctor,
 lawyer, pharmacist, barber, carpenter, and their business partners;
 also to his friends with their families. Thus the theater will never

 look empty. For the same reason he will ask all singers, the con-
 ductor, the instrumentalists, the bear, and the extras likewise to

 bring along each night five or six friends who will be admitted with-
 out tickets.

 He should not decide on the second opera to be given during
 the season until the first one has already been performed. He will
 quietly put up with any impertinences of the virtuosi, remembering
 that in their capacities as princes, kings, and emperors they have
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 II Teatro Alla Moda-Part II 87

 great authority and dignity and could easily take revenge on him,
 by singing out of tune or by leaving out arias.

 The cast should consist of female singers predominantly. If two
 of these should compete for the leading role the impresario must
 order the librettist to write two roles which are exactly alike with
 regard to the number of arias, recitatives, and verses. Even the names
 of both characters should have the same number of syllables.

 When he pays the bass and 'cello players after the performance
 he should make deductions for the da capo sections of all arias, during
 which they had rests. With this in mind he will approach the com-
 poser and ask him to compose these da capo sections of the arias
 without a single bass note. He should use counterfeit coins to pay
 singers who had colds or who missed their cues.

 He should hire the cheapest available singers-young girls who
 have never been on the stage before. He should consider the beauty
 of their bodies more important than that of their voices as the former
 will cause them to have a great many "protectors". As soon as he has
 taken over a theater he will sell the concession for boxes, orchestra

 seats, gallery, and the refreshment box, pay his rent on time, and
 wisely lay in a supply of wine, wood, coal, flour, etc., for the entire
 year.32"

 He will pay travel expenses to virtuosos from out of town, so
 that he can count on their showing up, and he should promise them
 good quarters near the theater, free food and laundry, etc. Then,
 when they arrive, he will show them a bed right behind some kitchen
 stove-near the theater, it is true-and all the other abovementioned

 things. Then he will advertise their great talents all over town, so
 that they will find protectors who will relieve him of the burden
 and expense of providing for them.

 To anyone who asks him about his troupe he will say that they
 are "one real team", not one of them a "ringer". He will rave about
 one of the female singers whose specialty it is to play male parts and
 who will create a sensation; about his excellent supply of a modern
 bear, the latest lightning and thunder, storms, etc.; about that girl
 for the buffa parts who is overflowing with grace and humor; about
 a singer for comical parts whom he was able to hire for practically

 32 See the translator's introduction in the April 1948 issue of The Musical Quarterly,
 p. 230.
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 nothing but who, he will say, cost him a fortune and is easily the
 best singer in town.

 The opera's first rehearsal should take place at the prima donna's
 home and should be repeated at that of the theater's lawyer. If any
 of the singers ask him for a guarantee of their salary he can answer
 them that he has no guarantee that they will please the public.

 During those performances for which few tickets were sold the
 modern impresario will permit the singers to skip half of their arias,
 to leave out the recitatives entirely, and to be as silly on the stage
 as they like. He will tell the string players not to bother about
 wasting any rosin, the bear to take the evening off, and the extras
 to have a smoke with the king or queen.

 In the case of an argument put up by some of the virtuosi about
 their pay, the impresario will demand that they reimburse him for
 any sour notes, bad acting, and for any colds they might have had.
 He should visit all the cantatrici often and remind them to be careful

 of the fresh air, also telling them that they have brought the entire
 city to their feet with their costumes, beauty spots, fans, and makeup,
 that soon they will receive sonnets addressed to them and presented
 on silver plates; that it did not matter if they sang out of tune or
 muffled their words as long as they did not forget to act out certain
 places very impressively, etc.

 He should urge the composer to write noisy and gay arias, espe-
 cially after the most dramatic scenes. He should think nothing of
 hiring a married virtuosa who is expecting, especially if the opera
 calls for a pregnant queen or empress.

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE ORCHESTRA

 It will be one of the chief duties of a violinist to act as barber, to

 remove corns, comb wigs, and to compose music. He will have
 learned the trade by playing at dances, without any music; his sense
 of rhythm and his bowing may be poor as long as he masters all the
 tricks of the fingerboard.

 He should never pay attention to the conductor or concert-
 master; he should only use the upper half of the bow and always
 play forte. He should embellish his part as he sees fit.

 The concertmaster, when he has an obbligato accompaniment to
 an aria, should always push the tempo and never play in time with
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 II Teatro Alla Moda-Part II 89

 the singer. At the end of the aria he should display a never-ending
 cadenza-seemingly improvised but in reality carefully worked out
 at home-with arpeggios and passages in double stops.

 Though all violins should be in tune with each other they should
 never get the pitch from the cembalos or basses. Many of the above
 instructions apply to the viola virtuoso as well.

 The player of the second cembalo should not show up until the
 dress rehearsal. To all others he will send the third cembalist instead.

 This gentleman ordinarily will read none but the bass and soprano
 clefs, and when he plays he should never use his thumbs. He will
 pay no attention to the figured bass and harmonize everything with
 sixth chords. His tempo need not be the same as that of the con-
 ductor, and he will provide endings in the major mode for the middle
 sections [usually in minor] of all arias.

 The virtuoso on the 'cello should read tenor and bass clefs only.
 He should never look at his music [for] he does not read any too
 well. Nor will he pay any attention to the singer's notes or. words.

 He should accompany all recitatives an octave higher than
 written, which will produce an especially charming effect in tenor
 and bass arias. Generally speaking, he should perform all kinds of
 embellishments in his aria accompaniments and vary these every
 night, though such variations may not at all harmonize with the
 vocal or violin part.

 Players of the double bass should play sitting down and with their
 gloves on. They need not tune the lowest string of their instrument.
 They should apply rosin to the upper half of the bow only, and when
 the third act is half over they can put away their instruments and
 go home.

 Oboes, flutes, trumpets, bassoons, and other wind instruments
 should always play out of tune and produce a perpetual crescendo.

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR STAGE MACHINISTS AND PAINTERS

 OF SCENERY

 Stage technicians should offer to work for the impresario for a
 very modest fee, to insure that the impresario will give them the
 "concession" for the entire season. Once they have received this
 contract they, in turn, will hire some ordinary house-painters to do
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 the same work for two-thirds less, and those again will still be able
 to clear two-thirds of their pay as profit because they do such cheap
 and incompetent work on the stage.

 The modern stage designer or painter must avoid any familiarity
 with perspective, architecture, decorating, or lighting. For that reason
 he should see to it that all architectural sets are designed as if viewed
 from four or six different points at the same time, and that the
 horizon is assumed at a different level for each. This kind of variety
 will greatly please the eye of the spectator.

 For the first two scenes he should provide rich cloth draperies
 which then can be used for all other scenes not requiring an outdoor
 setting. In fact, they are very nice to have around in a garden or
 forest scene, too, since they will protect the singers from the danger
 of catching cold in the open air.

 Changes of scene should never be completed in one operation.
 The horizon should always be assumed very close by in order to cut
 down the amount of stage space to be lighted. The fewer lamps have
 to be employed, the better, and for the very dark scenes the usual
 kind of black plaster [? nero di Gezzo] will suffice.

 Halls, prisons, small rooms, etc., need not have any doors or
 windows; the singers will climb on the stage directly out of their
 boxes anyway. Since they have memorized their parts extremely well
 there is no need for any lighting either [or: Since they know their
 places on the stage extremely well .. .?-Sapendo benissimo la Parte a
 memoria].

 In scenes representing the seashore, the open country, sheer
 precipices or caves, the stage must be kept free from cliffs, rocks,
 grass, or tree stumps as those might restrict the virtuoso in his acting.
 If in such a setting one of the characters is supposed to fall asleep, a
 natural-looking, moss-covered settee with a back rest should be
 carried on stage by some page or courtier, so that the famous singer
 may have a suitable place to rest his elbow. There he can sleep so
 much more peacefully while the others sing.

 The lighting of the center of the stage is of no great importance;
 so much more care should be bestowed on the lighting in the wings
 and backstage. And though the air ought to be lighter than anything
 else, no one will be surprised to see a set with the props lighted up
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 11 Teatro Alla Moda-Part II 91

 clearly while the sky above is pitch black. To light the air in addition
 to all the stage props would be prohibitively expensive.

 If a throne should be required on the set it can be thrown
 together by using three steps, a chair, and a canopy, but the latter is
 required only if the prima donna is to sit under it. In the case of
 tenors or basses there is no need for it.

 The modern stage technician or painter must take care to employ
 stronger colors on props or decorations towards the rear of the stage,
 the farther they are removed from the spectators' eyes. This is nec-
 essary since he must distinguish himself from the old school of stage
 painting which sought to use softer shades the larger the distance
 from the audience, thus creating the illusion of spaciousness. But the
 modern theatrical engineer or painter must strive to achieve the
 opposite effect.

 The halls in royal palaces should be smaller than ordinary rooms
 or dungeons and the columns supporting them should be shorter
 than the actors. Thus more of them can be put into the set, to the
 great satisfaction of the impresario.

 Statues need not be designed according to the laws of anatomy,
 but the study of these laws should be all the more diligently applied
 when trees or fountains for the stage are to be designed. If ships from
 antiquity are to be presented they should be modeled after those of
 the present time. Armories of the time of Xerxes, Darius, or Alex-
 ander should be well furnished with bombs, muskets, cannons, etc.33

 The modern stage technicians and painters must outdo them-
 selves when it comes to the set for the opera's finale. That scene will
 receive the greatest amount of applause since it will be judged by
 the crowds from the street who by this time have been let into the
 theater without having to pay admission. Therefore this last scene
 should represent a summary of all previous scenes. Seashore, groves,
 dungeons, halls, smaller rooms, fountains, and fleets of ships should

 33 To add color and interest to the stage action many librettists would willingly
 introduce anachronistic devices. Thus Panceri in his Gran Macedone (1690, music by
 Giuseppe Boniventi) uses mines in connection with the siege of a town of antiquity.
 Though the time is some sixteen hundred years before the invention of gunpowder,
 Panceri is not inhibited by this and explains in the preface that he wanted to render
 the capture of the town "more delightful" on the stage, besides wishing to "conform
 to the modern methods of waging war".-G. Bernardi, Contributo allo studio dell'ele-
 mento comico nell'opera seria veneziana, in Musica d'Oggi, XVII (1935), 53.
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 all be there, along with a bear hunt, large and beautiful tents, ban-
 quets, thunderstorms, and bolts of lightning. The latter two are
 especially appropriate if the locale is supposed to be the Palace of
 the Sun-or of the Moon, the Librettist, or Impresario. It will be
 most effective to have such a palace lowered down out of the sky,
 beautifully illuminated and full of extras who represent deities of
 both sexes, with instruments in their hands or various objects sym-
 bolizing their divinity. As soon as the opera is over it will be the
 duty of these gods and goddesses, for understandable reasons of
 thrift, to blow out the lights on the stage and in the auditorium.34

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR DANCERS

 Dancers should have few kind words for the singers of the inter-
 mezzi [because the dancers do not appear in them]. They must
 never come on the stage or make their exit at the right time.

 Whenever the impresario asks for some new dance they will
 simply change the accompaniment to an old one. They will always
 employ the same steps, contratempi, and cadences, and they will
 execute the steps of the minuet when they are supposed to perform
 a dance of the slaves, peasants, a dance of ancient Greece, a furlana,
 or any other national or folk dance.

 Any dance involving two executants only will be improvised on
 the spot. In children's dances care should be taken not to have them
 appear in groups of approximately the same age [and height].
 Rather one should have them on the stage all together and arrange
 their exit in the following order: first the tallest ones, then the small
 ones, and finally the very tiny ones who should not be more than
 three years old and who will ordinarily execute the "dance of the
 warriors".

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR BUFFO SINGERS [IN THE INTERMEZZI]

 Buffo singers must ask for the same fee that the leading singers
 in the regular opera receive, especially if in their singing they use
 melodies [intonazione], coloratura passages, trills, and cadenzas in
 the style of the opera seria. They should supply their own big mous-

 34A "Palace of the Sun" like the one described here was used in an opera Pastore
 del Anfriso, given in Venice at the Teatro S. Crisostomo in 1677. It was constructed
 of "revolving crystals in many colors, with lights in each one of them" and was also
 lowered down onto the stage.-P. Zucker, Die Theaterdekoration des Barock, Berlin,
 1925, P. 12.
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 taches, whistles [bordoni], and drums, along with all kinds of other
 gadgets necessary to their profession, so that they will not burden
 the impresario with expenses other than their generous salary.

 They should give unending praise to the singers, the music, the
 libretto, the extras, the stage sets, the bear, and the earthquake, but
 they should attribute to themselves exclusively the popularity of the
 theater.

 They should play the same old intermezzi in every town, and
 they will demand that the cembalos be tuned to suit them-with
 good reason [because of their limited voice range].

 If one of their intermezzi should turn out to be a failure they
 will always put the blame on the local audience, which does not
 understand [the dialect in] it.

 They must always get faster or slower, especially in the duets,
 because of [their preoccupation with] the clowning. When they stray
 from the accompaniment they should smile and indicate that the
 blame lies with the orchestra.

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR THEATER TAILORS

 Tailors will sign a contract with the impresario covering all cos-
 tumes for all operas to be performed. Then they will call on the
 male and female stars and suggest that they supply them with cos-
 tumes to suit their individual tastes.

 They will point out that with the impresario's small allowance
 for costumes they cannot possibly furnish the desired costumes, and
 they will ask the singer for an additional payment. With this extra
 money they will make the costumes, thus pocketing the money given
 them by the impresario.

 Costumes may be patched together, using pieces of very shabby
 old cloth. As long as the tailor supplies the prima donna with a nice,
 long train and the virtuoso with beautiful false calves he can be
 sure of receiving his tip.

 Tailors will make the last stitches on the costume when the over-

 ture [on the night of the first performance] has already begun, for
 they know that if they should deliver them in time the virtuosos
 would only want them made over several times.
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 They will try to sell to tenors and basses imposing crests for their
 helmets, adorned with many-colored feathers.

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR CHILD ACTORS (PAGES)

 Child actors who are five or six years old will demand costumes
 in the sizes and styles for fourteen- or fifteen-year-olds.

 They will insist on wearing yellow hemp wigs over their black
 hair.

 One of them, if the plot requires it, will play the part of the
 "son" and will cry on the stage. The others will never stay at their
 proper place, which is carrying the virtuosa's train, but will instead
 always drag it off in the direction of the protector. They will devour
 all kinds of food on the stage, and during the opening night they
 will lose their gloves, handkerchief, hat, and wig.

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROMPTERS

 Prompters perform the additional services of selling for the
 impresario the concession for the theater restaurant and for the
 boxes. They will also have charge of the bear, the lightning, and the
 earthquakes.

 They will arrive for rehearsal before the sun has risen, and they
 will sing the praise of the librettist, composer, orchestra, and impre-
 sario; also of the little butterfly, the little bunch of flowers [? mosso-
 lino], the little boat, and the little hat.

 They will make up the rehearsal schedule and be responsible
 for the lowering of the chandeliers, the lighting of the oil lamps,
 and the punctual beginning of the opera. This latter task they
 accomplish by yelling to the conductor, through the little hole in
 the curtain and at the top of their lungs, "It's eight o'clock, maestro,
 EIGHT O'CLOCKI"

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR COPYISTS [AND OTHERS]

 Copyists will arrange with the impresario to work for a lump
 sum. Then they will hire someone else to do their work for six soldi
 a page, including paper, ink, pens, blotting sand, etc. When they
 copy out parts from the score they will include many wrong words,
 clefs, accidentals, etc., and they will leave entire pages blank.
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 They will sell to anyone from out of town who is interested in
 the latest opera's arias some old sheets with any piece of music written
 on it, but on which they put the names of some leading composers.
 All copyists will be experts at composing, singing, and playing, and
 they will arrange practically the entire opera as "Venetian Boat
 Songs".

 The theater's LAWYER Will suggest to the impresario that re-
 hearsals be held in the former's own house. He also draws up the
 contracts of virtuosi, orchestra players, stage workers, extras, the
 bear, and the librettist. He will also act as referee or judge and decide
 what ballets and intermezzi are to be performed. Furthermore he
 will arbitrate all quarrels between the singers and the impresario.
 He, too, will bring along numerous friends every night and let them
 in free, to increase the opera's reputation and the applause.

 PROTECTORS of the theater will call oii the virtuose, accompanied
 by the impresario. They will also stand near the ticket control,
 wearing masks, and being extremely watchful, though they will let
 any of their friends slip by just the same.

 They will pay daily calls on the leading cantatrici and find
 quarters for those from out of town. The protector's usual place
 during rehearsals will be at the side of the prima donna or the bear.

 They will calm down those of the ladies who have had a fight
 with the maestro, impresario, shoemaker, or tailor.

 THE ATTENDANTS at the ticket control and the soldiers with their

 rusty swords should be vigilant and strict in carrying out their duties
 -as long as the impresario is around. But as soon as he has left their
 motto should be: free admission to all those who tipped them earlier
 in the day.

 They should never hand over to the manager or to some other
 designated person all the tickets taken up at the door. Rather they
 should make it a habit to keep a good number of them and to re-sell
 them for one-third less than the regular price-the purpose, of course,
 being to fill up the theater.

 They will refund the admission price to their friends, even if
 those have been inside listening to the opera for an hour. They will
 also accept four admissions from one person, then refund them all
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 when he leaves while the other three stay inside for the entire per-
 formance.

 TICKET SELLERS Will weigh all gold and silver coins and say that
 they are below the legal weight even if they are perfectly good.
 When they make change they will not only subtract something for
 the alleged deficiency of the coins but also see to it that there will
 be a few soldi extra profit for themselves.

 If someone who looks like a stranger asks about the price of
 admission they will automatically raise that price by several lire.

 The rich PROTECTOR Of female singers should be very courteous,
 very jealous, and very obnoxious. Ordinarily he should know nothing
 about music but should insist on accompanying his lady to rehearsals
 and carry her music, hot-water-bottle, bonnet, parrot, and pet owl.
 He must know all her roles from memory and help her by prompting
 from his position behind her chair.35 He must endeavor to get into
 fights with the impresario and must be extremely careful never to
 greet any other virtuosa. He should regale librettists and composers
 with generous gifts so that his lady-friend will be given a decent role,
 and he should speak to prompter, pages, and extras about her, urg-
 ing them to look after her and no one else as long as she is on the
 stage. He should tell everyone that his charge has appeared in sixty
 operas just during the last three or four years, that she is pure and
 angelic, not interested in money "or anything like that", that she
 comes from a fine family, had enjoyed the best education and was
 not at all like all those other singers, and wasn't it a shame for her
 to have to make a profession out of singing, etc.

 They will seldom say a good word about a virtuosa other than
 their protegee, or about a theater at which she could not find employ-
 ment. They will always brag about her salary, exaggerating the true
 amount by two-thirds. They will wear coats, vests, and trousers lined
 with embellishments, trills, arpeggios, and cadenzas sung by the
 virtuosa. At the dress rehearsal they will always present to her a new
 dress and a watch.

 35 Admission to the stage was officially denied to all outsiders, yet by bribing
 attendants it was frequently gained, especially by wealthy protectors. Wiel (op. cit.,
 p. lxv) relates one instance where the Grande de Spagna, a permanent boxholder, had
 arranged for the building of a private passageway from his box in the Teatro S. Samuele
 to the stage.
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 They will always remain close to the Virtuosa on the stage, ever
 ready with licorice, smelling salts, the new aria, a little mirror, a
 complete list of gestures to be used, pears, and assorted perfumes.
 If the Virtuosa should only have been given the second part in an
 opera they will request that servants, a throne and scepter, and a
 train just as long as that of the prima donna be given to her.

 1MOTHERS must always stay at the side of their singing daughters
 except when those are accompanied by their protectors, in which
 case Mothers will tactfully disappear.

 When the young lady has an audition with an impresario the
 mother should move her lips as if she were singing along and should
 remind her daughter of every coloratura passage and trill. When
 asked about her daughter's age she will always make her at least ten
 years younger.

 If some honest but poor gentleman should desire to be intro-
 duced to the family and speaks to the mother about this she will
 snap at him: "So my daughter doesn't have much money-no, but
 she is honorable just the same, and she works only because our
 family's misfortune makes it a necessity. But first there is another
 daughter whom I have to marry off; she is already engaged to a
 doctor. And then I have to get my husband out of jail because out
 of the goodness of his heart he sponsored a loan for someone which
 has become due now. And anyway, we don't want any young men
 hanging around the house, and if a couple of gentlemen do show up
 at times it's a different matter for they have known our Giandussina
 ever since she was born. One of them is my husband's lawyer and
 the other one the girl's godfather."

 If the virtuosa is a beginner her Mother will say of her that she
 had sung in some thirty performances during the last two years, and
 if she is well along in years she will say that she only began singing
 three years ago, making her debut at the age of thirteen.

 At rehearsals the mother's job is to set the tempo for the orches-
 tra by waving her hand as soon as the ritornello for her daughter's
 aria begins. She should accompany her aria with head, eyes, and
 feet, and by opening and closing her mouth, and she should always
 shout bravo! at the end.

 At home, after the rehearsal, she will teach the cantatrice how to

 act and indicate to her the places where trills should be inserted.
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 Then, when all goes well during the performance and the girl comes
 off stage she will first kiss her and then tell her: "O my precious little
 darling, may the heavens bless you a thousand times! Really, your
 embellishments were just perfect! Everything went so well that all
 the other girls were sitting there biting their nails, they were so
 angry." But if some night the girl should forget the trill or should
 fail to stamp her foot the mother must yell at her: "Look at that
 little rascal of a daughter! You didn't sing that long trill tonight,
 and you forgot the most impressive part of the acting, and sure
 enough, you looked like a beaten dog when you made your exit
 [cm'e un Can scutta], and not a person in the theater lifted a hand
 to applaud."

 She should wear a housecoat to the theater, with a sash adorned

 with sonnets printed on silk, which were presented to her daughter
 on certain occasions; or she should wear a costume with a cape which
 is too long and which belongs to the protector. She will stand right
 on the stage, carrying a bottle with a gargling solution, the embel-
 lishment book, and anything else the daughter is likely to ask for.
 If the latter should not be in good voice her Mother will make a big
 fuss and lament that at certain times the impresario should not make
 people sing, and that this was going to be the ruin of both of them.

 While the virtuosa is singing the mother will tell the stage hands,
 the bear, and the extras: "To tell the truth, my daughter never
 played any but leading parts, such as princesses, queens, and em-
 presses. And she appeared in all the leading opera houses: those of
 Cento, Budrio, Lugo, and Medesina [all tiny places near Bologna].
 She is a most generous soul and wishes all the other singers nothing
 but the best of luck, though they certainly don't reciprocate these
 feelings. God knows we have too many of that type around here who
 say something nasty about another singer every time they open their
 mouth. I might as well say it out loud that my daughter is a smart
 and modest girl who has learned all sorts of things. She knows not
 only how to sing but also how to embroider and how to make lace;
 she is good at dancing, fencing, and whistling. She even studied
 grammar, and she is so willing to adapt herself to someone else's
 likes that she thinks nothing of smoking a pipe to keep her pro-
 tector company. And don't think that she is the kind who spreads
 lies and uncomplimentary stories about everyone. But alas-anyone
 who wants to get ahead in this world should not act the way she does.
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 Even so, in spite of all this jealousy she will soon rise to fame, and
 she will have uniformed servants."

 If another virtuosa should earn more applause than her daughter
 she should corner her together with her mother in the artists' box
 and insult her as follows: "Move over a little bit, Signora Giuliana;
 do you have to spread out like that just because your daughter had
 some applause? It's anybody's guess how that came about. My
 daughter does not have doubloons and silver boxes to give to the
 composer and librettist, and that's why she was given such a miser-
 able part. But if she had also invited them to dinner, and if she had
 given a beautiful watch to both of them, or a scarf with matching
 wristbands [cuffs], all made with her own hands, then she would be
 better off today."-To which the other one will reply: "You and all
 your talk about money-I must say I am surprised at the way you carry
 on! What kind of nonsense is all this? I don't know a thing about
 doubloons or boxes, but I know that my daughter knows her part
 inside out, and that she does not have to bribe the librettist or the

 maestro. And, my dear Signora Sabbatina, do you know the reason?
 Because one has to be able to sustain the tone, to pronounce words
 distinctly, and to sing the chromatic progressions in tune, and the
 melodic skips which are fashionable these days; one must sing in
 time, and act well, and not laugh or chatter on the stage, if one wants
 applause. If your daughter invents a lot of silly and outlandish
 tricks it's small wonder she gets lost, and then, of course, the blame
 is put on someone else."-And the first one again: "What is all this
 babbling about singing in tune, and about outlandish tricks? You
 bore me with your silly talk, my dear. You don't really believe that
 my daughter needs any of your so-called advice? She knew how to
 sing and how to read at sight before you even thought of sending
 yours away for a couple of lessons! I ought to know, living in the
 same town with you; and it's no secret what kind of teacher yours
 had and who taught mine. My girl had one who charged a good
 Louisd'or a month, for just three lessons weekly, and that only be-
 cause of the recommendation of several distinguished gentlemen,
 for he doesn't have to make a living giving singing lessons. He owns
 an estate which he bought with the money he saved as a teacher, and
 he is not the kind who is liable to lose his wig. He can write four
 pages of embellishments in an hour, and though he is old and feeble
 he knows his business from way back. But your daughter's teacher-
 he was a shrimp who could not look over the kitchen table, and no
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 one would give a penny for his ability, least of all ours with the
 Louisd'or a month. That little fellow thought he was smart and
 handsome because he had a diamond pin which a singer once had
 brought back for him from Venice. And he always displayed a big
 watch chain though he had a piece of pastry dangling at the end,
 not having a watch to go with it. But what can you expect from a
 poor devil like that, and God only knows for how many months of
 lessons your daughter still owes him!"

 Whenever there is a knock at the door the Mother should jump
 up and see who it is, for she is perpetually hoping for some present
 to be brought, or for the protector, impresario, parrot, or monkey.
 If the caller turns out to be the shoemaker, tailor, or glovemaker she
 will accept his bill but tell him to come back some other time
 because the Virtuosa is away in the country, or busy with her singing
 teacher at the cembalo.

 If the girl should have the modesty to refuse a snuff box, ring, or
 watch, the mother will scold her and say: "Where are your manners?
 Don't you know better than to offend this gentleman who is being
 so nice and kind to you?" Then she will grab the present from the
 stranger and say to him: "I am sorry, Your Highness, you must
 excuse this child, for this is her first time away from home. She is so
 pure and innocent that she has no idea about the meaning of
 presents. This is the first one ever made to her, for we never have
 any visitors in our house."

 Because of the many large expenditures necessary to support the
 daughter in the style of a princess, queen, or empress with her court,
 also because of the expenditures for her delightful little private zoo
 with parrots, monkeys, owls, male and female dogs with puppies;
 also because of the expensive entertainments where Signor Procolo
 provides so generously-because of all these it will be very helpful if
 the Mother arranges a bazaar for those nights during which there are
 no performances. There should be many prizes, such as the ones
 listed below, so that everyone who attends the party will win some-
 thing, depart fully satisfied, and come back some other night hoping
 to win more.

 Follows the BAZAAR

 Bazaar, or Lottery with many Prizes, tickets costing four Louisd'or
 each.
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 1. A little gilt basket containing slippers, shoes, and boots, all
 worn by the virtuosa in many performances, covered with patches
 in many colors.

 2. A cardboard box with floral design, filled with trills of the
 second, third, and fourth, with appoggiaturas, cadenzas, semitones,
 sour notes and [the resulting] pains; all inlaid in mother-of-pearl.

 3. A fish, a drum, and a sieve [il Cepalo, il Tamburro, e la Ghir-
 landa di Cola; perhaps allusions to contemporary operatic produc-
 tions], embellished with large and small sixteenth notes.

 4. Twenty-four strokes of the whole bow, played on the violin;
 and the same number of messe di voce and correctly pronounced
 words; all tied together with polite and reasonable salary demands.
 Out of the above one can make a petticoat for the chambermaid.

 5. A complete Suit as worn by modern librettists, made of the
 bark of a tree, yellow as the fever, and decorated with metaphors,
 allegories, hyperboles; with a row of buttons made of old opera plots
 which have been "reconditioned", lined with verses of varying meter,
 together with a sword and a sheath made of bearskin.

 6. A clock for the timing of the embellishments, cadenzas, and
 large skips. The hands of this clock have been contributed by the
 protectors and serve to indicate the tempo.

 7. Thirty bolts of lightning, each containing five different shades
 of vocal color; in a portable box of natural (unfinished) wood.

 8. A closet in which can be found the staves of pilgrims; also
 librettos, spears, writing tables, daggers, poison, prisons, sofas, bears
 killed in the hunt, earthquakes, large pavilions, painters' palettes,
 clay, brushes. The lock of this closet is made of hot air.

 9. Many Contracts signed at various theaters, including the
 rentals for boxes; letters of credit of the impresario drawn on the
 Never Trust Company [Banco dell'Impossible], and lists of heroic
 and amorous opera plots.

 to. A large Crate full of indiscretions, impertinences, prepos-
 terous claims, vanity, arguments, jealousies, ill will, calumnies, perse-
 cutions, etc. which the Virtuosi left at the house of the Virtuosa

 while the latter was singing in the opera.
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 11. A large knit Pouch containing many instances of thought-
 fulness, accuracies, attentions, vigils, intent glances, good manners,
 demands for the leading or the second part. These things are tied
 together with a ribbon of musical color and represent the work of
 the Mothers.

 12. A container made of music manuscript paper on which
 many ancient opera parts have been written out, all of them having
 a complete accompaniment, in unison throughout; with bassoons
 entirely out of tune; with fifths, octaves, and wrong notes; with ten
 thousand low E's in the basso continuo above which note complete
 and original operas will be composed. The Virtuosa once was given
 all this as a present from several modern composers.

 13. A Microscope through which are to be seen the worries,
 inexperiences, passions, vain promises, feelings of despair, deceived
 hopes, unsuccessful operas, food supplies for the entire year, empty
 theaters and full boats, and bankruptcies of impresarios. To this is
 tied the flower of astuteness.

 14. Assorted expressions of applause by all Virtuosi of either
 sex; by impresarios, tailors, pages, extras, protectors, Mothers of the
 female singers, made in appreciation of the Teatro alla Moda; along
 with their fits of rage, delirious ravings, and the exaggerations
 which go with it.

 15. The pen with which the Teatro alla Moda was written.

 INSTRUCTIONS FOR SINGING TEACHERS [AND OTHERS]

 The teacher of a virtuosa will always instruct her to sing piano
 for thus she is more likely to succeed with her embellishments.
 These must not form consonances with the bass or the aria's instru-

 mental accompaniment. He [the singing teacher] will not pay any
 attention to rhythm, pronunciation, or intonation, and he will see
 to it that no one in the audience will be able to understand a single
 word of what the virtuosa is singing.

 They should follow the same routine with all their pupils. They
 will write out for each virtuosa all embellishments and variations;

 they will all keep a large book for that purpose. The central objec-
 tive of the teaching will be the production of a few unnatural-
 sounding tones in extremely high or low registers; thus the singer
 will be able to demand a correspondingly substantial increase in pay.
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 If the teacher should be unable to execute a trill properly him-
 self he should not teach it to his students either but tell them it is

 outmoded, that nobody trills any more nowadays and that noisy
 applause will already have started anyway at the place where the
 trill belongs [i.e., the final cadence]. If the Virtuosa however, should
 insist, he will make her execute every trill very rapidly from the
 very beginning, without her preparing it with the messa di voce,
 always using the semitone. Then he must teach her endless cadenzas
 and remind her that in order to execute them properly she must
 take several breaths previously.

 As soon as the virtuosa has received her role he will persuade her
 to have all the arias changed. He should also prepare weekly ship-
 ments of large quantities of embellishments, to be sent to virtuose
 in other towns. He should include in these shipments instructions
 to have the orchestra always play piano during the coloratura pas-
 sages.

 He should, out of pure generosity, give free lessons to poor boys
 and girls-but of course he will have it in writing that he is to
 receive a mere two-thirds of their pay from the first twenty-four
 performances, one-half from the next twenty-four and one-third for
 the rest of their lives.

 A great singing teacher will never teach solfeggio himself; he will
 have a special assistant in charge of that.

 Solfeggio instructors must use the same exercises for all singers.
 They may transpose them to other keys or clefs, or change the time
 signatures, depending on the singers' needs.

 They will spend several years on the usual exercises singing from
 la up to re and down to la again, utilizing all possible chromatic
 changes which might be introduced by changing key signatures
 both in major and in minor. But they should never admonish their
 pupils to open the mouth enough and in the correct manner for
 every one of the vowels.

 CARPENTERS and LOCKSMITHS will not start their work on the

 props until they have removed from the boxes all doors, chairs,
 locks, and bolts-since all of those supposedly are in need of repairs.
 On receipt of the customary tip, however, they will bring them all
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 back. At the first performance they must be sure to start hammering
 away during the overture and to keep it up throughout the first act.

 The CONCESSIONAIRES of seats and boxes should keep on the good
 side of the prima donna's protectors and lend them money. Every
 night from dusk to curtain time [dalle vintiquatro alle due] they
 should stand in some dark corners on the public squares, rattling
 their keys as a signal to passers-by that they can provide them with
 a place.

 The THEATER JANITOR should never do anything for less than
 thirty soldi, and in return for the purchase of one of his candles for
 every performance. Whenever a new opera is rehearsed he should
 demand the customary tip of fifteen lire, in return for announcing
 rehearsals to the singers and for bringing them their parts. He will
 make no charge for bossing the extras about, and he should also play
 the part of the bear gratis, if necessary.

 Members of SOCIETY should attend rehearsals only, especially
 dress rehearsals. They must know nothing about music, poetry,
 staging, ballet dancing, extras, or bears, and their judgment of the
 opera will be final in every case. They will have a favorite composer,
 theater, virtuoso, extra, bear, librettist, etc., and they will never have
 a kind word for any of the others. They will buy their tickets "on
 approval" and they will leave every night after fifteen minutes [and
 redeem their tickets]. Thus they can see the entire opera within
 twelve evenings. They will go to the comedy because it costs less
 than the opera; and if they should go to the latter they will pay no
 attention, not even during a first night, except perhaps during a few
 bars of the prima donna's aria, or during the scene with the light-
 ning or thunderstorm. They will court Virtuosi of either sex because
 thus they hope to obtain some free tickets.

 The manager of the THEATER RESTAURANT should be a lover of
 music; he should always carry around with him some music paper,
 aside from having some ready on the counter. He should be the
 loving protector of all great singers, both male and female. He
 should provide free drinks for all singers, all orchestra musicians,
 the impresario, the extras, the theater bear, and the librettist. To
 the prima donnas he should make presents in the form of the latest
 virtuoso cantatas, straight from Naples.
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 He should sell the following, out of pure kindness-and as a joke
 on those who are willing to pay for it:

 Coffee, mixed with barley and beans,

 Burned toast,

 Various liquors with different names but all consisting of
 nothing but cheap schnapps and a little honey,

 Sherbet made with vitriol instead of lemons and hard-

 ened with saltpeter, and with ashes instead of salt,

 Chocolate made of sugar, rotten cinnamon, almonds,
 acorns, and unrefined cocoa,

 Never any water unless brandy is ordered with it,

 Wine and other foods as usual,

 All this at four times the normal price.
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